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Brittany Callaghan thinks she's dreaming when a blond, nearly seven-feet-tall Nordic god shows up

on her doorstep in her tiny California town. He claims to be a barbarian warrior in need of her

help.Though a stunning, statuesque beauty herself, intelligent and independent Brittany has

struggled hard to earn respect in a man's world. She is taken aback when Dalden, a spectacular

Viking who is a long way from home, needs her help - and is willing to pay for it. He's had Brittany's

blood running red-hot since she first saw him, and warrior or not, she agrees to help him.As bold

and brash as she is beautiful, Brittany isn't going to be subservient to any man, even one who is

everything she ever wanted in a lover, and whose very touch sets her senses afire. Dalden is a

warrior to the depths of his soul - proud, powerful and brave - a man who will fight fearlessly and

relentlessly for what he wants. And now, what he wants most of all is Brittany...
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Setting: Seaview, USA, present day  Sensuality rating: 8 They say men are from Mars and women

are from Venus, but according to perennial New York Times bestselling author Johanna Lindsey,

men, especially huge hunks like Dalden Ly-San-Ter, are from the planet Sha-Ka'an, and women,

especially strong-minded, statuesque beauties like carpenter Brittany Callaghan, are from right here

on Earth! Lindsey's latest offering is out of this world--literally. Brittany meets the first man she's

ever had to look up to when she sees Dalden at a political rally... like she could avoid noticing a

7-foot tall Hercules clad in form-fitting leather pants. When he disappears without a trace, Brittany is



unaccountably put out. But when Dalden just as mysteriously reappears in her apartment the next

day, her already piqued interest--and libido--goes into overdrive. Brittany thinks Dalden is just

visiting from another country, never guessing that his home is actually in a whole different solar

system. Dalden is hunting an unscrupulous enemy who has stolen a shipment of mind-altering

weapons, a situation with potentially cataclysmic results. But the virginal Brittany is a distraction

Dalden didn't count on. Add a smart-mouthed computer, the burgeoning passion between the

oh-so-different protagonists, and Heart of a Warrior offers a wild romp that only Lindsey could write.

Fasten your seat belts and relish the ride! --Alison Trinkle --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Lindsey revisits alien worlds in her latest (after Warrior's Woman; You Belong to Me; etc.), and the

result seems cobbled from Star Trek and bad sitcoms. Six-foot-tall construction worker Brittany

Callaghan has had trouble finding a man who doesn't mind her height; nearly 30 and still a virgin,

she's used to taking care of herself in the small town of Seaview, Calif. At the local mall, she meets

Dalden Ly-San-Ter, a seven-foot barbarian alien stud who tells her he's pursuing a troublemaker

from his "country" and asks for her help. Of course, the two are wildly attracted to each other, and

Dalden's hokey, wisecracking supercomputer, Martha, has to remind him the mission comes first:

his quarry is an alien king who's looking for subjects and planning to use a stolen device called an

Altering Rod to take over Earth. The two giants quickly fall in love and succeed in capturing the

errant king. Dalden declares his intention to make Brittany his "lifemate," and he and Martha reveal

the truth about his origins when they take Brittany aboard their ship. Her stubborn disbelief which

she clings to even as they arrive on Dalden's planet, Sha-Ka'an tests the patience of her warrior

beau and any readers who should get that far. It takes a near-fatal incident to finally make her

accept the truth, and she inadvertently introduces a peculiar version of feminism to her new,

barbarian-run home. Despite the derivative plot and excruciating dialogue the aliens say things like

"I love you to pieces" and "hold on to your socks" it's doubtful that Lindsey's legions of fans will mind

the book's shortcomings in the least. Everyone else will be more entertained by Earth Girls Are

Easy. Copyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

i first time i read this book i liked it and i have reread it several times since and i still like it. i read this

book first, i did not know it was part of a series until the owner of the book store i frequent told me. i

liked the other two, but this one is my favorite, i have read the series more than once, but like i said



Heart of a Warrior is my favorite. maybe because i read this one first, and the setting was earth,

then went back and read the other two. i have read other reviews and many have said they were

very disappointed, and they are entitled to their opinions, but you have to remember Dalden goes to

a world that was totally foreign. in the first two books the characters knew and understood the

different worlds around them. on the other hand, Dalden, comes to earth, a planet where people

think, that maybe there just might be other life out there somewhere. how many science fiction

movies have there been on aliens from outer space?? how many of those aliens have actually

looked and acted human??like i said i read this one first, if you are not sure whether to spend the

money or not to add this book to your collection, go to your public library and check it out. then

decide if you want to buy it.happy reading

As a huge fan of Warrior's Woman I really wanted to love this book. It is the story of Dalden, the son

of the main characters from Warrior's Woman. The problem is that the series is a romanitic sci fi

series. This book then brings the sci fi character to 1990's America. It doesn't work. In fact it really

didn't even work back when it was written but to read it know it feels very dated. Dalden wears an

earpiece that Brittany thinks is from a walkman like device.The weakness with the story is that

Brittany when confronted with evidence that Dalden is from another planet goes into a ridiculous

place of denial. The lengths she goes to to explain the fact that they could not be from another

planet are just unbelievable. It makes the story very weak.It get 3 stars because if you are a fan of

the series you will enjoy seeing old friends. This is not a stand alone book though and should be

read with the understanding that it is very dated.

This is a great read. It has a little bit of everything. Science fiction, for the space travel and super

inventions. Current setting, for here and now tracking down the bad guy. The history, where the

warrior with the sword fights the fight and gives his all to prove himself to the woman he loves. And

it is all mixed up in a wonderful and delicious read. If only Johanna Lindsey would continue this

series like her Mallory series, because this one is much better.

This is the third book about Tedra's son Dalden - recommended to read "Warrior's Woman" which is

about Tedra herself and "Keeper of the Heart" which follows Tedra's daughter Shanelle, first to truly

understand this plot line and to get a feel for the characters.Ok so most reviews about this book

have been particularly disappointed in the plot and character strengths....WAKE UP PEOPLE!!! Yes

this may have not been as good as the other two books but for a third installment I still thought it



was amazing, especially since it was a completely different playing field for Dalden. Really, think

about it! In the other two books they centre around either one or two other planets in the universe

that are 'alien' I for one think it was refreshing and a damn good idea to make Dalden's adventure

on our very own Earth. To me it just makes the book a little more believable and authentic because

the characters struggle to learn things that are not alien to US the readers, so we are not also trying

to figure out customs and rules because guess what! We already know them! I am knew to Johanna

Lindsey but I think she is definitely one of my favourites.Buy buy buy! After you have read the first

two :)

It's so good that I have read it over and over again.

It was pretty far fetched but still good reading. Knowing all the red heads I have met in my life, I

could picture her stubbornness very well. I got a kick every time Martha put her two cents worth in.

Like I said it was bit far fetched but I would read it again at a later date. I have already read all three

books twice!

Ever since I met Tedra and Challen, I have been waiting to see what their children would do. I

thoroughly enjoyed Shani's story, Keeper of the Heart, and her husband was quite the stud as well.

But Dalden, he was the one I was waiting for.Better yet, Dalden came to Earth to save us from

invasion by a true megalomaniac we met in Shani's story. This is where he meets Brittany, a tall, big

boned woman who likes construction and fitness and has yet to find the perfect man for her. So how

many of us have? And then, just as we all dream of it, she spots Dalden across a crowded mall and

it all falls into place. As Martha would say, she got her socks knocked right off, and so did Dalden. In

the Ly-San-Ter family the question always boils down to this: what wouldn't you do to make the love

your life happy?In my mind, the question has always been, what wouldn't I do if I found the man I

was meant to be with for the rest of my life. Brittany has to face that question squarely when she

begins to realize that Dalden isn't from some distant country with a name you can't pronounce, and

when she realizes she is in love with a man from another world entirely, she has some serious

thinking to do.Dalden was a product of two completely different worlds, his mother's advanced race,

and his father's 'barbaric' race. He devoted himself to his warrior's honor and when he saw Brittany

he realized that there was another part of himself that was empty and could only be filled with one

thing.This is a fantastic read, and even if you don't have all three of the books that encompass the

Ly-San-Ter family, you'll love each of the characters as you meet them. I suggest, however, that you



get Warrior's Woman and Keeper of the Heart so that you can enjoy these love stories over and

over.Thank you, Johanna, for giving me Dalden and Brittany and completing the Ly-San-Ter family!
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